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Recall: FFS: Data Storage
Small files: 12 pointers direct to data blocks

Direct pointers

4kB blocks: sufficient 
for files up to 48KB
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Recall: BSD Fast File System
Pros

― Efficient storage for both small and large files
― Locality for both small and large files
― Locality for metadata and data

Cons
― Inefficient for tiny files (a 1 byte file requires both an inode and a 

data block)
― Inefficient encoding when file is mostly contiguous on disk (no 

way to say "blocks 1026-4085" – need to write out each block 
number)

― Need to reserve 10-20% of free space to prevent fragmentation
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NTFS
New Technology File System (NTFS)

― Common on Microsoft Windows systems
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NTFS: Master File Table
Analogous to inode array in FFS
Each 1KB entry stores attribute:value pairs
MFT entry for file has metadata plus

― the file's data directly (for small files) or
― a list of extents (start block, size) for the data or
― a list of extents and pointers to other MFT entries with 

more list of extents
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NTFS: Master File Table
Analogous to inode array in FFS
Each 1KB MFT entry stores metadata and

― the file's data directly (for small files) or
― a list of extents (start block, size) for the data or
― a list of extents and pointers to other MFT entries with 

more list of extents
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NTFS Small File
Create time, modify time, access time,
Owner id, security specifier, flags (ro, hid, sys)

data attribute

Attribute list
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NTFS: Master File Table
Analogous to inode array in FFS
Each 1KB MFT entry stores metadata and

― the file's data directly (for small files) or
― a list of extents (start block, size) for the data or
― a list of extents and pointers to other MFT entries with 

more list of extents
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Extents
FFS: List of fixed sized blocks

For larger files, want to have file be contiguous 
anyways
Idea: Store start block + size

― 1000 block file? 1 metadata entry instead of 1000 
(including indirect pointer!)

Con: Random access, intelligent allocation harder
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NTFS Medium File
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NTFS: Master File Table
Analogous to inode array in FFS
Each 1KB MFT entry stores metadata and

― the file's data directly (for small files) or
― a list of extents (start block, size) for the data or
― a list of extents and pointers to other MFT 

entries with more lists of extents
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NTFS Multiple Indirect Blocks
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NTFS and Filenames
Stored in directory and file metadata

― Directory metadata uses B-Tree, also stored other 
metadata about ile

NTFS supports multiple hard links to a file
― Multiple filenames stored in MFT entry + multiple 

directory entries
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NTFS: Other Metadata
Free block bitmap?
Free MFT entry bitmap?

Special MFT entries
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File System Caching
Key idea: keep copy of "important" parts of 
filesystem in memory
Types:

― Name to file number (inumber) translations
― Directory traversal results
― Disk blocks – buffer cache
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Open system call:
― Resolves file name, finds file control block (inode)
― Makes entries in per-process and system-wide tables
― Returns index (called “file descriptor”) in open-file table

In-Memory File System Structures
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Memory Mapped Files
Traditional I/O involves explicit transfers between 
buffers in process address space to regions of a 
file

― This involves multiple copies into caches in memory, 
plus system calls

What if we could “map” the file directly into an 
empty region of our address space

― Implicitly “page it in” when we read it
― Write it and “eventually” page it out

Executable file is treated this way when we exec 
the process!!
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Recall: Create Address Space

User page table maps entire virtual address space
― Only resident pages present
― One-to-one correspondence to OS's mapping

disk (huge)

code

data

heap

stack

kernel

process VAS

stack

heap

data

memory

kernel 
code & 
data

user page
frames

user 
pagetable

PT CacheBacking Store
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Recall: Demand Paging
virtual address

MMU PT
instruction

physical address
page#

frame#

offsetpage fault

Operating System

exception

Page Fault Handler

load page from disk

update PT entry

Process

scheduler

retry
frame#

offset
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Using Paging to mmap files
virtual address

MMU PTinstruction

physical address
page#

frame#

offset
page fault

Process

File

mmap file to region of VAS

Create PT entries
for mapped region
as “backed” by file

Operating System

exception

Page Fault Handler

scheduler

retry

Read File 
contents

from memory!
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mmap system call

May map a specific region or let the system find one for you
― Tricky to know where the holes are

Used both for manipulating files and for sharing between 
processes
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An example
#include <sys/mman.h>

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) {
  int myfd;
  char *mfile;

  /* Open the file */
  myfd = open(argv[1], O_RDWR | O_CREATE);
  if (myfd < 0) { perror((“open failed!”);exit(1); }

  /* map the file */
  mfile = mmap(0, 10000, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_FILE|MAP_SHARED,
               myfd, 0);
  if (mfile == MAP_FAILED) {perror("mmap failed"); exit(1);}

  printf("mmap at : %p\n", mfile);

  puts(mfile);
  strcpy(mfile+20,"Let's write over it");
  close(myfd);
  return 0;
}
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Sharing through Mapped Files

File

0x000…

0xFFF…

instructions

data

heap

stack

OS

0x000…

0xFFF…

instructions

data

heap

stack

OS

VAS 1 VAS 2

Memory
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Buffer Cache
Copies of blocks on disk for the kernel

― Containing inodes, directory listings, etc.

Possibly dirty
Same idea as demand paging

― Except blocks might only be mapped into kernel's 
memory
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Buffer Cache: Replacement Policy
Obvious choice: LRU

― Can afford timestamps on each block
● Disk I/O is expensive
● Kernel memory – no page fault needed to detect use

Cons of LRU:
― Scans through filesystem – especially when larger than 

available memory

Alternate options: Let applications give hints
― "This file is only used once"
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Buffer Cache versus Virtual Memory
Both want memory – which gets it?
Too much file system cache → won't be able to run many 
applications (virtual memory)
Too little file system cache → filesystem accesses very slow
Solution: adjust boundary dynamically
Solution: treat as one cache (Common LRU approximation?)

― What Linux does
― Extra work to make accesses be accounted for
― Makes sense with memory-mapped files
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Buffer Cache versus Other Caches
Example other caches:

― Path to inode mapping (avoiding rereading directories)
― DNS names to IP addresses
― …

Same tradeoff: hurt performance in one way (buffer 
cache size too low) versus another (other cache 
size too low)

― Want to combine caches or adjust dynamically
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Prefetching/Read-Ahead
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Recall: Eliminating Cache Misses
Compulsory ("cold start"): first access to a block

― Insignificant in any long-lived program

Capacity: not enough space in cache
Conflict: memory locations map to same cache 
location
Coherence (invalidation): memory updated 
externally

― Example: multiple cores, I/O

Probably still significant with demand paging
Mitigate: Prefetching (load early)
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Prefetching/Read-Ahead
Idea: guess that files/directories are read together
If a process accesses the part of a file, fetch the 
rest before it asks

"Almost" free – disk head is going to pass over 
those sectors anyways
How much?

― Too much – delay "real" disk I/O, waste memory
― Too little – more seeks
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Delayed Writes
Writes not immediately sent to disk
write() copies data from user space buffer to kernel 
buffer 

― Other applications read data from cache instead of 
disk

― Cache is transparent

Flushed to disk periodically (e.g. in Linux, every 30 
sec with default config)
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Delayed Writes
Advantages: 

― Disk scheduling can do something!
― Delay block allocation: more likely to get contiguous set 

of blocks
― Some files need never get written to disk! (e.g. temporary 

scratch files written /tmp often don’t exist for 30 sec)

Disadvantages
― What if system crashes before file has been written out?
― Worse yet, what if system crashes before a directory file 

has been written out? (lose pointer to inode!)
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Logistics
Project 3 checkpoint 1 due tonight
Project 3 due next week
HW 3 (trivial FS using FUSE) due next week
Final is coming up

― Aiming to be harder than Midterm
― Plan: Review session next Tuesday
― No class 12 August (study/finish HW3)
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Break
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Beyond Performance
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Important “ilities”
Availability: the probability that the system can accept and process 
requests

― 99.9% probability of being up → “3-nines of availability”
― Exploits independence of failures

Durability: the ability of a system to recover data despite faults
― Fault tolerance for data – don't forget anything because of crashes
― Doesn’t necessarily imply availability: information on pyramids was very durable, but 

could not be accessed until discovery of Rosetta Stone

Reliability: the ability of a system or component to perform its required 
functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time (IEEE 
definition)

― Usually stronger than simply availability: up and working correctly
― Includes availability, security, fault tolerance/durability
― Must make sure data survives system crashes, disk crashes, other problems
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Threats To Durability (1)
Small defects in hard drive or SSD hardware

― Controllers use error-correcting codes so some bits 
can fail and no data is lost – uses extra space

Defect breaks entire disk – e.g. disk head scrapes 
magnetic coating of platter, disk wears out

― Copies on multiple disks
― RAID – store data across multiple disks
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RAID 1: Disk Mirroring/Shadowing

Each disk is fully duplicated onto its "shadow“
― For high I/O rate, high availability environments
― Most expensive solution: 100% capacity overhead

Bandwidth sacrificed on write:
― Logical write = two physical writes
― Highest bandwidth when disk heads and rotation fully synchronized (hard to do exactly)

Reads may be optimized
― Can have two independent reads to same data

Recovery: 
― Disk failure → replace disk and copy data to new disk
― Hot Spare: idle disk already attached to system to be used for immediate replacement

recovery
group
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Data stripped across 
multiple disks 

― Successive blocks 
stored on successive 
(non-parity) disks

― Increased bandwidth
over single disk

Parity block (in green)  
constructed by XORing  
data bocks in stripe

― P0=D0⊕D1⊕D2⊕D3
― Can destroy any one disk 

and still reconstruct data

Suppose D3 fails, 
then can reconstruct:
D3=D0⊕D1⊕D2⊕P0

RAID 5+: High I/O Rate Parity

Increasing
Logical
Disk 
Addresses

Stripe
Unit

D0 D1 D2 D3 P0

D4 D5 D6 P1 D7

D8 D9 P2 D10 D11

D12 P3 D13 D14 D15

P4 D16 D17 D18 D19

D20 D21 D22 D23 P5

Disk 1 Disk 2 Disk 3 Disk 4 Disk 5
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Hardware RAID: Subsystem 
Organization

CPU array
controller

single board
disk 
controller

single board
disk 
controller

single board
disk 
controller

single board
disk 
controller

host
adapter

manages interface
to host, DMA

control, buffering,
parity logic

physical device
control

often piggy-backed
in small format devices

Some systems duplicate all hardware, namely 
controllers, busses, etc.
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Threats to Durability (2)
Defect breaks entire server

― Copies on multiple servers....

Defect breaks all servers in a country
― Copies in multiple countries....

Key idea: independent failures
― Different parts of physical media when we assume each 

part fails separately
― Different disks because we assume each disk fails 

separately
― ...
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Higher Durability/Reliability through 
Geographic Replication
Highly durable – hard to destroy bits
Highly available for reads
Low availability for writes

― Can’t write if any one is not up
― Or – need relaxed consistency model

Reliability?
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Threats to Durability (3)
Lose power before moving data from memory to 
disk

― Always write data immediately?

Lose power while writing data to disk
― ???
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File System Reliability
What can happen if disk loses power or machine software 
crashes?

― Some operations in progress may complete
― Some operations in progress may be lost
― Overwrite of a block may only partially complete

Having RAID doesn’t necessarily protect against all such failures
― Bit-for-bit protection of bad state?
― What if one disk of RAID group not written?

File system wants durability (as a minimum!)
― Data previously stored can be retrieved (maybe after some recovery 

step), regardless of failure
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Achieving File System Reliability
Problem posed by machine/disk failures
Transaction concept
Approaches to reliability

― Careful sequencing of file system operations
― Copy-on-write (WAFL, ZFS)
― Journaling (NTFS, linux ext4)
― Log structure 

Approaches to availability
― RAID
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Storage Reliability Problem
Single logical file operation can involve updates to 
multiple physical disk blocks

― inode, indirect block, data block, bitmap, …
― With remapping, single update to physical disk block can 

require multiple (even lower level) updates

At a physical level, operations complete one at a time
― Want concurrent operations for performance

How do we guarantee consistency regardless of 
when crash occurs?
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Filesystem Inconsistency
Example: system crashes while create /usr/lib/foo
Maybe there's a directory entry for it
… but the inode is still marked as free
/usr/lib:

(bar, #1236)
(foo, #7823)
...

free inumber list:
…
#7820
#7823
#7824
#7825
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Threats to Reliability
Interrupted Operation

― Crash or power failure in the middle of a series of 
related updates may leave stored data in an 
inconsistent state.

― e.g.: transfer funds from BofA to Schwab.  What if 
transfer is interrupted after withdrawal and before 
deposit

Loss of stored data
― Failure of non-volatile storage media may cause 

previously stored data to disappear or be corrupted
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More General Solutions
Transactions for Atomic Updates

― Ensure that multiple related updates are performed atomically
― i.e., if a crash occurs in the middle, the state of the systems 

reflects either all or none of the updates
― Most modern file systems use transactions internally to update 

the many pieces
― Many applications implement their own transactions

Redundancy for media failures
― Redundant representation (error correcting codes)
― Replication
― E.g., RAID disks
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Approach #1: Careful Ordering
Sequence operations in a specific order

― Careful design to allow sequence to be interrupted safely

Post-crash recovery
― Read data structures to see if there were any operations in 

progress
― Clean up/finish as needed

Approach taken in FAT, FFS (fsck), and many app-
level recovery schemes (e.g., Word)
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FFS: Create a File
Normal operation:

Allocate data block
Write data block
Allocate inode
Write inode block
Update bitmap of free blocks
Update directory with file name -> 
file number
Update modify time for directory
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FFS: Create a File
Normal operation:

Allocate data block
Write data block
Allocate inode
Write inode block
Update bitmap of free blocks
Update directory with file name -> 
file number
Update modify time for directory

Recovery: (fsck)

Scan entire inode array

If any unlinked files (not in any 
directory), delete

― Or relink (make up a name)

Compare free block bitmap against 
inode trees
Scan directories for missing 
update/access times

Time proportional to size of disk
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Application Level
Normal operation:

Write name of each open file 
to app folder
Write changes to backup file
Rename backup file to be 
file (atomic operation 
provided by file system)
Delete list in app folder on 
clean shutdown

Recovery:
On startup, see if any 
files were left open
If so, look for backup file
If so, ask user to 
compare versions
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Approach #2: Copy on Write (1)
To update file system, write a new version of the 
file system containing the update

― Never update in place
― Reuse existing unchanged disk blocks

Approach taken in network file server appliances 
(WAFL, ZFS)
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Approach #2: Copy on Write (2)
Seems expensive!  But

― Updates can be batched
― Almost all disk writes can occur in parallel
― Most of cost of write is in seeks, not actual transfer
― Applications often rewrite whole file anyways
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Approach #2: Copy-on-Write (3)
To change a file, make a new copy of the file, 
then change the directory entry
Why is this consistent?

― Assume directory entry has to point to the old version 
or the other

Why is this durable?
― Don't say the operation is done until we've replaced 

the directory entry
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Emulating COW @ user level 
Open/Create a new file foo.v 

― where v is the version #

Do all the updates based on the old foo
― Reading from foo and writing to foo.v
― Including copying over any unchanged parts

Update the link
―link("foo.v", "foo"); /* replace hardlink – 

overwrite file # */
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Emulating COW @ user level 
― Open/Create a new file foo.v 
― Do all the updates based on the old foo
― Update the link

Does it work?
What if multiple updaters at same time?
How to keep track of every version of file?

― Would we want to do that?
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Creating a New Version

If file represented as a tree of blocks, just need to 
update the leading fringe

Write 

old version new version
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Creating a New Version

If file represented as a tree of blocks, just need to 
update the leading fringe

Write 

old version new version
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ZFS
Variable sized blocks: 512 B – 128 KB
Symmetric tree

― Know if it is large or small when we make the copy

Store version number with pointers
― Can create new version by adding blocks and new pointers

Buffers a collection of writes before creating a new version with 
them 
Free space represented as tree of extents in each block group

― Delay updates to freespace (in log) and do them all when block group 
is activated
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COW with smaller-radix blocks

If file represented as a tree of blocks, just need to 
update the leading fringe

Write 

old version new version
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More General Solutions
Transactions for Atomic Updates

― Ensure that multiple related updates are performed atomically
― i.e., if a crash occurs in the middle, the state of the systems 

reflects either all or none of the updates
― Most modern file systems use transactions internally to update 

the many pieces
― Many applications implement their own transactions

Redundancy for media failures
― Redundant representation (error correcting codes)
― Replication
― E.g., RAID disks
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Summary: FS in Memory
Caches

― "Buffer cache": disk blocks
― Also inodes, path → inode# translations, ...
― Avoid repeated reading from the disk – especially for 

metadata (free block maps, directory listings, block 
pointers, ...)

Mmap: access files as memory
― Same mechanisms as demand paging
― "Free" because blocks of filesystem are cached
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Summary: Reliability/Durability
Mechanisms to get reliable disks

― Example: RAID

The filesystem problem: even if our storage is 
reliable, the filesystem might not be a "clean" state 
after crash/power failure

― Example: file removed but blocks not removed from 
free map

Also, files are written lazily
― close() completing does not mean file is written!
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Recall: Transactions
Closely related to critical sections in manipulating 
shared data structures
Extend concept of atomic update from memory to 
atomic update of distributed system's state
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Recall: Transaction
An atomic sequence of actions (reads/writes) on a 
storage system (or database)
That takes it from one consistent state to another

consistent state 1 consistent state 2transaction
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Fast AND Right ???
The concepts related to transactions appear in many 
aspects of systems

― File Systems
― Data Base systems
― Concurrent Programming

Example of a powerful, elegant concept simplifying 
implementation AND achieving better performance.
System behavior is viewed from a particular 
perspective.

― Properties are met from that perspective

Reliability
Performance
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Recall:
ACID properties of Transactions
Atomicity: all actions in the transaction happen, or none 
happen
Consistency: transactions maintain data integrity, 
e.g.,

― File pointed to by directory is not in free list

Isolation: execution of one transaction is isolated from 
that of all others; no problems from concurrency
Durability: if a transaction commits, its effects 
persist despite crashes
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Recall:
ACID properties of Transactions
Atomicity: all actions in the transaction happen, or none 
happen
Consistency: transactions maintain data integrity, 
e.g.,

― File pointed to by directory is not in free list

Isolation: execution of one transaction is isolated from 
that of all others; no problems from concurrency
Durability: if a transaction commits, its effects 
persist despite crashes
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Typical Structure
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction
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Redo Logging
Example: A: Bank of America, W: Wells Fargo
Prepare phase (con't, commit case):

A receives guarantee of commit:
― A writes "transfer $100 from W; <all committed>" to log
― A applies transaction
― A->W: I'll commit, too

W finalizes transaction:
― W writes "<all committed>" to log
― W applies transaction

A crashes before applying 
transaction?
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Recall: Redo Logging
Example: A: Bank of America, W: Wells Fargo
Prepare phase (con't, commit case):

A receives guarantee of commit:
― A writes "transfer $100 from W; <all committed>" to log
― A applies transaction
― A->W: I'll commit, too

W finalizes transaction:
― W writes "<all committed>" to log
― W applies transaction

A crashes before applying 
transaction?
Reads log when it is restarted;
reapplies transaction
Called redo logging
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Typical Structure With Redo Logging
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates TO THE LOG

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction TO THE LOG

Actually do the the updates to the non-log version
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Typical Structure With Redo Logging
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates TO THE LOG

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction TO THE LOG

Actually do the the updates to the non-log version

Crash before committing to the 
log?

When rereading log, ignore 
those updates.
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Typical Structure With Redo Logging
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates TO THE LOG

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction TO THE LOG

Actually do the the updates to the non-log versionCrash after committing to the 
log?
When rereading log, redo 
those updates.
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Summary: FS in Memory
Caches

― "Buffer cache": disk blocks
― Also inodes, path → inode# translations, ...
― Avoid repeated reading from the disk – especially for 

metadata (free block maps, directory listings, block 
pointers, ...)

Mmap: access files as memory
― Same mechanisms as demand paging
― "Free" because blocks of filesystem are cached
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Summary: Reliability/Durability
Mechanisms to get reliable disks

― Example: RAID

The filesystem problem: even if our storage is 
reliable, the filesystem might not be a "clean" state 
after crash/power failure

― Example: file removed but blocks not removed from 
free map

Also, files are written lazily
― close() completing does not mean file is written!
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